Abstract: Extracting and recognizing complex human movements such as sign language gestures from video sequences is a challenging task. In this paper this kind of a difficult problem is approached with Indian sign language (ISL) videos.
Introduction
Automatic sign language recognition is a complicated problem for computer vision scientists, which involves mining and categorizing spatial patterns of human poses in videos. Sign language created from human action is defined as a temporal variation of human body in a video sequence, which is characterized by moving hands with respect to body, face, and head including hand shapes. The problem is to extract, identify a human pose, and classify into labels based on trained human signature action models [1] . The objective of this work is to extract the signature of Indian sign language poses from the videos giving a specific sign as input.
However, the constraints are video resolution, frame rate, background lighting, scene change rate and blurring to name a few. The analysis on video content is a complicated process as most of the users end up with constraints which act as a hindrance in automation of video object segmentation and classification. Automatic sign extraction from sign video sequence is complicated due to complex hand poses and body actions performed at different speeds depending on the signer. Sign language is a visual mode of communication between two hearing impaired or hard hearing people. The communication foundations are based on finger shapes, hand shapes, and hand movements in space with respect to body, hand orientations, and facial expressions. For machine translation, the problem transforms into a 2D natural language processing problem. Many 1D/2D/3D models are proposed in literature with little success to bring the model close to real time implementation [2, 3] .
Extracting these complex movements from videos and classification requires a complex set of algorithms working in sequence. We propose to use silhouette detection and background elimination, human object extraction, local texture with shape reference model, and 2D point cloud to represent the signers pose. Global and local features are calculated to represent the exact shape of the signer's hand in the video sequence. For recognition, an ANN algorithm is used to classify query sign based on the Indian sign language (ISL) dataset.
The rest of the paper is organized into related work on the proposed techniques, theoretical background on the proposed models, and experimental results. The proposed model is compared with different state of the art features such as histogram of oriented features (HOG), scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) and speed up robust features (SURF) with classifiers such as Adaboost and support vector machine (SVM) proposed by us in the previous works.
Related work
Sign language recognition (SLR) has transformed with technology upgradation from 1D, 2D to 3D models in the last two decades. In 1D, SLR is based on 1D signals acquired from hand gloves [3] and classified using signal processing methods [4] . In recent times, researchers started using leap motion sensor [5] to extract 1D signals of finger movements and estimate the related gestures of sign language using hidden Markov models (HMM).
The faster 1D models produce good recognition rates when the emphasis is only on hands. But sign language involves head, torso and face expressions along with hand movements and shapes [6] . 2D video data of signs produce relatively more information compared to 1D data gloves. From 2D capture, one can explore all the elements of a visual language with a constraint on speed and classification accuracy. Again, for 2D SLR, HMM is the most widely researched classifier with continuous and discrete versions of sign language [7] . More research related material on 2D models and the corresponding research challenges can be found in [8] . The other challenge for researchers lies in converting the detected signs into meaningful sentences [6] . The challenging problems in 2D SLR are hand tracking, occlusions on hands and face, background lighting, changing signer backgrounds, and camera sensor dynamics.
Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda University developed an ISL dictionary with approximately 2037 signs [9] currently available. Akmeliawati et al. [10] proposed color segmentation based real-time Malaysian sign language translation system with a recognition rate of 90%. Zhou Y et al. [11] proposed a signer adaptation method, in which maximum a posteriori estimation was combined with iterative vector field.
The objective is to select features that represent a sign and is easily distinguishable in closely related sign words and are computationally efficient. The attributes for a sign language recognizer chosen are global shape features using Haar wavelet [12] for hand and body shapes. However, Haar global shapes fail to characterize localized hand movements that are scuttle with respect to spatial hand movements in the video. The small hand variations are captured using 2D point cloud generated from Haar wavelet and local binary pattern (LBP) [13] which attributes to local features. The chosen attributes perfectly characterize a sign in ISL.
The obtained feature matrix is used to train ANN with the backpropagation algorithm [14] designed with parameters that suit the size of the training data. Large data sets are necessary to train the neural network [15] to perfectly classify each gesture. Adaboost [16] classifier is a faster algorithm for large datasets [17] but recognition rate is an issue.
In this paper, we propose an ANN based classification problem on multidimensional feature vector. We show that this can be used to match large unconstrained sign features which are automatically extracted from video datasets. The feature representation of video objects depends on the efficiency of video segmentation algorithms. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the proposed method can effectively recover the query video frames from the dataset, by global shape-local shape observation model defined by discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and LBPs. In summary, our method on ISL videos combines the representational flexibility and trivial computations.
Proposed methodology
The proposed algorithm framework is shown in Figure 2 . Signer identification, signer extraction, global and local shape feature extraction, and the classifier modules form the system. Further feature fusion concept from [18] is utilized in this work with two feature types, made from LBP features and Haar features. Back propagation algorithm explores the relativity between the query sign sequence and the known dataset.
Signer identification
Most of the videos are poorly illuminated or fully brightened with too much background information during real time capture. Commercial video cameras have a frame rate of 30fps and the irregular hand movements sometimes induce blur making segmentation a challenging task. The objective is to extract moving signer and segment it for further processing.
This helps to prevent the algorithm form constantly upgrading the background information and the object model in real time. The signer identification module is based on one of the silhouette extraction methods proposed in [19] . A significant indication in determining hand motion for extraction lies in the temporal changes in the signers' silhouette during signing. To avoid background modelling and foreground extraction models, we propose to use the following procedure.
The sign video sequence V (x, y, t) ⊂ R + with (x, y) ⊂ Z + gives pixel location with the frame number t ⊂ Z + . Each frame in V is having RGB planes and is of size N × M × 3 . This part of the module is only for motion segmentation and object extraction; color can be discarded. RGB is converted to gray scale and contrast is enhanced to improve the frame quality. The frame V t at t is mean filtered with mask defined by m (x, y) , as:
The size of m is updated based on the frame size N × M for faster computations, where the object area is small compared to the background area. The ⊗ operator is linear convolution and the averaged frame is of the same size as the input frame. The next step applies a Gaussian filter of µ mean and σ variance on the
The size of the Gaussian mask is determined by the input video frame. Euclidian distance metric S t (x, y) between V t m and V t g gives the saliency map of the moving pixels.
The second order normed distance map is shown in Figure 3 , which identifies the signer's silhouette. However, to extract the signer, a mask of this silhouette is used to determine the connected components in the signer. Figure 3 (e) shows the silhouette mask. The centroid of the mask is mapped on the frame to crop out the signer in the frame. The method is effective in all lighting conditions, which is putting constraints on the input video frame size in selecting the masks used for mean and Gaussian filters. The boxed and extracted signer from the video sequence is shown in Figure 3 (g) and 3(h). The extracted signer is free from background variations in the video sequence that leads to less computations.
Sign feature extraction
To identify a sign in a sign language, hand shapes and their movements in space are the vital features. Feature extraction phase explores the methodology in extracting these two hand characteristics. There are many shape descriptors available in the literature for characterizing the shape features [20] .
For removing video frame noise during capture and to extract local shape information, we propose a hybrid algorithm with DWT and LBPs. The objective at this stage is to represent moving signer hand shape with a set of wavelet coefficients. Here we propose to use Haar wavelet at level 1. At level 1, Haar wavelet decomposes the video frame V t into 4 subbands. Figure 4 shows the 4 subbands at 2 levels. At 1st level we have 4 subbands and at 2nd level 8 subbands. In the 1st level, the three subbands represent the shape information at three different orientations: Vertical v , horizontal h and diagonal d. Combining the three subbands and averaging the wavelet coefficients as:
The averaged shape Haar wavelet coefficients W t S along with {h, v, d} subband coefficients are inversely transformed back to the spatial domain. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed spatial domain frame producing the exact global hand and body shapes of the signer. However, background noise is still a major concern at this stage, which blocks the minor local hand variations as shown in Figure 4 . 
Detailed local binary patterns-Local hand shapes
Apply threshold on the reconstructed ICD video frame V t r as:
The binarized video frame B t is
By visualizing B t , one can find local pixel patterns representing the hand shapes. LBP compares each pixel in a predefined neighborhood to summarize the local structure of the shape. For an image pixel
where (x, y) gives the pixel position in the intensity image, the neighborhoods of a pixel can vary from 3 pixels with radius r = 1 or a neighborhood of 12 pixels with r = 2.5 . The LBP code for a center
is given by:
where g |l| is binary value of center pixel at ( x |l| , y |l| ) and g p is binary value around the neighborhood of g |l| . The value of P gives the number of pixels in the neighborhood of g |l| . The local shape descriptor L t S of the signers' hand projects a maximum number of points on to the 2D point cloud.
Haar-LBP PCA fused features
Haar and LBP features are enough to label the signers hand poses in the frames for classification. However, it is understood that the fusion of features at the segmentation stage improves the classification accuracy. The fusion operator is principle component analysis (PCA). PCA of the wavelet Haar features and LBP features is concatenated by using the following expression:
However, we compare the state of the art features such as HOG, SIFT and SURF against the PCA fused proposed HAR-LBP features to test the efficiency of the classifier for sign language recognition. 
Multi features (LBP and Haar)

Feature matrix construction
A complete feature matrix is constructed per sign frame with the 3 features, namely x , y and the shape pixel. It is a 2D feature matrix of size 256 × 256 × 1 with most of the values being zeros. Sparse pooling is performed to reduce the feature set to 3 × N per frame, where N is the number of nonzero elements in the features. The three rows of the matrix indicate pixel value and the other two rows are pixel locations. The final feature matrix resizes to 3 × N per video frame. These features are carefully labelled with vocal words representing the sign in the video frame. For a 125-frame word 'GOOD', we have 3 × N × 125 feature matrix. To minimize it into a 2D matrix, the value of N is chosen as the maximum in all frames. If in a frame, N < max(N ), the difference locations are zero padded, the matrix is reshaped to 3N M ax × 125 feature words. This feature matrix or a set of matrices are inputted to ANN classifier.
Sign classifier : Artificial neural networks
We identified the better performance of multilayer feed forward ANN's with more layers on sign classifications. Generally, a feed-forward neural network is a combination of three layers of neurons: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The neurons in these layers are activated by using a nonlinear sigmoid activation function.
Let The back-propagation algorithm follows the following steps in determining the output as discussed in [22] . The output of j th unit in the first hidden layer is calculated from the values in the hidden layer as:
where M is number of neurons in the hidden layer, w ij is the weight vector connecting ith unit in between hidden layer and input layer and jth unit in between hidden layer and output layer. Θ j is the threshold value of jth unit in hidden layer. f (•) is the activation function, which we choose as sigmoid function defined as:
The output layer output is calculated as:
where M is the number of neurons in the j th layer for kth neuron.
During back propagation process the error gradient from the output layer is calculated from the relation
where e k (itr) is the error in the output layer. Adjustment of the weights of the neurons is done iteratively using the equation
where µ is the adaptive learning rate of the neural network during training phase.
Experimentation and results
A set of 4 experiments are conducted to test the strength of the proposed features: Haar, LBP, DLBP and PCAHLBP with ANN classifier. Our ISL datasets consist of videos captured in controlled environment at K.L. University, cams department studio. We have created 151-word continuous sign videos from 5 different signers with a total dataset of 755 sign words. Each word is labeled with its name and transitions between words are named as 'Null'. The database hosts a set of features computed for each word and their transitional features in sequential order.
We use precision-recall curves and percentage of recognition as a performance evaluators for a strong hypothesis H resulted from ANN training and testing for an input feature f i on a trained distribution D with
The following are the metrics:
The first experiment, 'Exp-I', uses Haar features to represent the signer. The Haar features give a global perspective on the sign in a video frame. Figure 7(b) shows Haar features on a set of video frames for the sign 'GOOD'. The ANN classifier is trained with Haar features of individual sign with a predefined label. The testing input is a video of continuous signs with a phonological meaning. Some of the words in the sentences are:
"Hello", "Good morning", "How is your day?", "Beautiful day", "Without any worries in the world", "My mother is hard working woman", "My father is a software professional". Figure 8 shows the confusion matrix after testing the trained ANN classifier on Haar features. The average recognition per word is around 83.72%. The database is a mixture of signs performed by 5 experienced signers.
Exp-II uses LBP features with ANN classifier. Figure 7(c) shows the features projected onto sign frame.
The feature vector in this case is consisted of unwanted points that does not contribute to the sign. Hence, thresholding mechanism is used to reduce the data size. The confusion matrix generated from LBP features is shown in Figure 9 . The average recognition with LBP features is 87.23%. Exp-III uses PCA fused Haar-LBP feature represented in Figure 7 (d) as the input to the classifier. The confusion matrix is presented in Figure 10 . The average recognition of the 151-continuous sign video on 4 different testing samples is around 89.19%. For some individual signs, the recognition is around 95%. Exp-IV uses the proposed algorithm on DLBP feature matrix. Figure 11 shows a comparison between single sign features from the proposed DLBP algorithm, when there is a change in hand position and shapes along the spatial plane. This shows there is a relative variation in features as the hand position and shape change in space. Each feature vector is a combination of both spatial information and shape information as mapped onto a Gaussian estimate shown in Figure 11 (b). The confusion matrix from exp-IV using DLBP features is shown in Figure 12 . The average recognition in this case is 95.49% for a set of 4 test vectors. It also shows that DLBP features has reduced the inter dependency on closely matched signs.
To validate proposed method against other popular feature models such as the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) and speeded up robust features (SURF). Training vector is made from 50 best features and the same number is used for testing. The average recognition rates were 79.87% for HOG, 77.59% for SIFT, and 74.96% for SURF. The drop-in classifier performance can be attributed to the poor feature extraction due a large variation in the video frames, even though they have same hand pose. A comparison on the proposed features against the state of the art features on a set of continuous sign videos is shown in Figure 13 . The comparison shows DLBP features of a sign video and has the ability to classify signs better compared to other modeled features.
In Phase-II, we performed above mentioned 4 experiments by replacing the classifier with Adaboost and s y o u r d a y k r a n I a m e n j o y n g t h e b e a u t f u l w e a t h e r w t h o u t a n y w o r r e s n t h e SVM in order to test the robustness of ANN. Figure 14 shows the comparison of three classifiers in terms of recognition rates and identified that the ANN classifier with DLBP features as input outperforming. SVM is almost producing the recognition rates which are nearer to Adaboost with higher computation time.
To further know the robustness of the ANN classifier with DLBP features, four experimental cases were implemented. In Case-I, one set of gesture features are used for training, and the same set is used for testing. Each set is created with 151 different sign words. Here, the training for the ANN is much less and the average recognition rate is obtained as 91.22%. In Case-II, two sets of gesture features are used for training and the same two sets were used for testing. Here, the moderate training was implemented and the average recognition rate is slightly increased to 93.45%.
Case-III performed by considering total of 4 sets out of which 2 sets for training and another 2 sets for testing produces reliable results with a recognition rate of 91.52%. Finally, in Case-IV total number of 8 sets of signs were considered. The ANN in this case is trained by 4 sets of signs from 4 different signers and tested using another 4 sets of signs created by another 4 signers. In this case, on an average 94.79% of recognition rate is obtained. Finally, it is observed that even though Adaboost algorithm is faster, the more training to the ANN provides reliable recognition rates in identifying the sign.
The precision and recall accuracies are calculated from the Eqs. (15), (16) and plotted in Figure 15 . The ANN trained with DLBP features exhibited the best recall accuracy in identifying the correct sign. Finally, Table shows comparison of our proposed model against the popular models from literature. The proposed segmentation and feature extraction model outperforms against the state of the art.
Conclusion
ISL classification is an intricate problem in machine vision research. The features representing the signer should focus on the hand shapes and their positions in space for correct classification. In this work, we propose a fully automated SLR that consists of signer identification, extraction, segmentation, feature representation, and classification. Saliency based signer identification and extraction help in reducing the image space. Wavelet fused local binary patterns are used for feature representation preserving local shape content of hands shapes with position vectors. Artificial neural networked based classifier is proposed to classify the signs in to word labels. Feature vector validation check is performed by classifying state of the art features, such as HOG, SIFT and SURF features on our ISL dataset. We conclude that our proposed Haar-LBP features are classified better compared to the state of the art with ANN. The 2D point cloud constructed from the proposed features gives more precise representation of hand shapes and tracking compared to individual state of the art features. We obtained an average recognition of 92.79% on our ISL dataset. This is around 8% higher than that obtained from other features classified with ANN, Adaboost, and SVM classifier. In future, more sign action features can be added for representing signer more realistically by eliminating backgrounds and blurring artefacts to improve the efficiency of the classifier.
